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Let X be a completely regular space and E a locally convex space.
 .Denote by C X, E the space of all E-valued, continuous, and boundedb
functions f from X into E. Topologies b X and b are defined onu u
 .C X, E , and the duals are determined. Many things about these topolo-b
 .gies are analyzed such as bounded sets, denseness of C X m E, theb
Mackey property, continuous functionals, etc. Also, the dual of these
locally convex spaces and the relation of it to spaces of vector-measures
are analyzed.
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
 .Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and B s B X the
 .algebra of the subset of X generated by zero sets. By Ba s Ba X we will
 .denote the s-algebra of Baire sets. Let M X be the space of all bounded
 .finitely additive regular with respect to the zero sets measures on B. The
 .space of all s-additive, t-additive, and u-additive members of M X will
 .  .  . be denoted by M X , M X , and M X , respectively see, for example,s t `
w x.9 .
Let E be a real locally convex Hausdorff space. For a continuous
 X. Xsemi-norm p on E, we define M X, E as the set of all E -valued finitelyp
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additive measures m on B with the following two properties:
 .   . :1 For every s g E, the function ms : B ª R, defined by m A , s ,
 .is in M X .
 . 5 5  .  .2 m s m X - `, where for A g B the m A is defined top p p
<  . <be the supremum of all m A s being taken over all finite B-partitionsi i
 4   . 4A of A and all finite collections s g B s s g E : p s F 1 .i i p
 X.  X.The set M X, E consists of those m in M X, E for whichs , p p
 .  X.  X.ms g M X for all s g E. The spaces M X, E and M X, E ares t , p `, p
 X.defined similarly. It was shown that if m is in any of the spaces M X, E ,p
 X.  X.  .  .M X, E , or M X, E , then m belongs to M X , M X , ors , p t , p p s
 .M X , respectively. We will show later that it is also true for m gt
 X.M X, E .`, p
 4Let p : p g I be a generating family of continuous semi-norms on E
which is directed, i.e., given p , p in I there exists p g I such that1 2 3
 4  X.  X.p G max p , p . We will denote by M X, E the space D M X, E ,3 1 2 pg I p
 X.  X.  X.with analogous definitions for M X, E , M X, E , and M X, E .s t `
 .We shall denote by C X, E the space of all E-valued continuous andb
 .bounded functions f defined on X, and by C s C X, E the space ofrc rc
 .  .all f g C X, E for which f X is relatively compact. We will denote byb
 .t the uniform topology on C X, E generated by the family of semi-normsu b
5 5 4 5 5    .. 4? , where f s sup p f x : x g X . Every f in C has ap ppg I rc
Ãunique extension f to the Stone Cech compactification b X. We willÆ
 .denote by C X if E s R. Let V and V be the class of all compact andb 1
w xall zero sets in b X _ X, respectively. The following lemma is found in 9
LEMMA 1.1. For a compact K ; b X _ X the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .  .1 There is a co-zero co¨er U of X which is a locally finite, ba a g A
 .s-locally finite, or c s-discrete such that
cl U l K s B for all a g A.b X a
 .2 There is a continuous function f from X onto a metric space Y such
Ã Ã .that f K ; b Y _Y, where f : b X ª b Y is the continuous extension of f.
Ã .  .3 There exists a partition of unity f for X such that f ' 0a a g A a ¬ K
for all a g A.
 .  .4 There exists a partition of unity f for X and 0 - e - 1 sucha a g A
that
Ãf x F 1 y e for all x g K . . a
agA
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Let V be the class of all compact subsets of b X _ X satisfying any of`
the equivalent assertions of the above lemma.
If K g V, then we denote by b the locally convex topology onp, K
 .C X, E generated by the family of semi-normsb
5 5f ª gf s sup p g x f x : x g X , 4 .  . .p
Ã  . 4where p g I and g g C s f g C X : f ' 0 . We will denote by b ,K b < K
 .b , and b the inductive limits topologies on C X, E of the topologiesu 1 b
b as p ranges over I and K ranges over V, V , and V , respectively. ForK ` 1
 .a fixed p g I, b is the locally convex topology on C X, E generatedp, K b
5 5by the semi-norms f ª gf , g g C . We will denote by b , b , andp K p u, p
b the inductive limits topology on C of the topologies b as K1, p rc p, K
ranges over V, V , and V respectively. The topologies b X, b X , and b X are` 1 u 1
 .the projective limit topologies on C X, E of the topologies b , b , andb p u, p
b , respectively, as p ranges over I.1, p
It is not hard to prove that b F b F b F t ; b X F b ; b X F b andu 1 u u u
b X F b .1 1
2. THE TOPOLOGY
In this section we will consider E as a normed space. Under this
X  .assumption, b and b coincide. We shall prove that C X m E isu u b
 .   . .X  X.b -dense on C X, E , C X, E , b s M X, E , and b is equal to theu b b u ` u
w xtopology b defined by Khurana 7 . We start with the following definition.`
 .XDEFINITION 2.1. Let f g C X, E . We will say that f is u-additi¨ e if,b
 .for any partition of unity g in X,a a g A
5 5f g f s f f uniformly for f g C X , E , f F 1. .  .  . a b
agA
The following lemmas will be necessary to show that u-additi¨ ity is
equivalent to b -continuity.u
 .XLEMMA 2.2. Let K g V . Then, if h g C and f g C X, E , then` K b
X
hf g C X , E , b . . .b K
bK .  .Proof. Put c s hf and take a net f in C X, E such that f ª 0.a b a
 .We shall prove that c f ª 0. Fix e ) 0 and consider the b 0-neigh-a K
bK  . 5 5 5 54borhood W s f g C X, E : hf - er f . Since f ª 0, there exists ab a o
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such that f g W for all a G a . Therefore,a o
5 5 5 5c f s f hf F f hf - e .  .a a a
and then c is b -continuous.K
 .  .  .LEMMA 2.3. Let h g C and let T : C X, E ª C X, E , T f s hf.K h b b h
Then,
X
T is s C X , E , C X , E , b .  . . .h b b K
Xy s C X , E , C X , E -continuous. .  . .b b
Moreo¨er, if T X denotes the adjoint of T , thenh h
T X B o s W o , .h
 . y1 . owhere B is the unit ball of C X, E , W s T B , B is the polar of B withb h
  .  .X: orespect to duality C X, E , C X, E , and W is the polar of W withb b
  .   . .X:respect to the duality C X, E , C X, E , b .b b K
 .  .Proof. Let f be a net in C X, E converging to 0 with respect to thea b
  .   . .X .  .Xtopology s C X, E , C X, E , b . Let f g C X, E . By Lemma 2.2,b b K b
we have that
f T f s f hf s hf f ª 0 .  .  .h a a a
which shows
X
T is s C X , E , C X , E ,b .  . . .h b b K
Xy s C X , E , C X , E -continuous. .  . .b b
X X  .X.   . .X  Therefore, T exists, T C X, E ; C X, E , b and it is s C X,h h b b K b
.X  ..   . .X  ..E , C X, E y s C X, E , b , C X, E -continuous.b b K b
  .  .X.Since the unit ball B is s C X, E , C X, E -closed and absolutelyb b
o o w X o.xo oconvex, we have B s B . Let W s T B . If f g W and f g B ,1 h 1
then
X :  :T f , f s f , T f F 1.h h
This shows that T f g B o o s B and then W ; W. On the other hand, ifh 1
f g W and f g B o, then
X :  :f , T f s T f , f F 1h h
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and then W ; W . Thus, W s W . Since, by Alaoglu's Theorem, B o is1 1
X
s C X , E , C X , E -compact, .  . .b b
 o.   .we have that T B is a balanced absolutely convex and s C X, E ,h b
.X  .. X o.b , C X, E -compact. Therefore, by the bipolar theorem, T B sK b h
w X o.xo o oT B s W .h
  . .XLEMMA 2.4. Let c g C X, E , b . Then, there exist an h g C and ab K K
 .Xf g C X, E such that c s hf.b
Proof. Since c is b -continuous, there exists an h g C such thatK K
5 5W s f g C X , E : hf F 1 ; f g C X , E : c f F 1 . 4  4 .  .  .b b
X o. o oBy Lemma 2.3, T satisfies T B s W . Since c g W , there existsh h
f g B o such that c s T X f s hf.h
 .XTHEOREM 2.5. f g C X, E is b -continuous if , and only if it isb u
u-additi¨ e.
 .  .Proof. « Let g be a partition of unity in X. Take a finitea a g A
subset F of A and define h s 1 y  g . It is clear that h x0 on X.F a g F a F
Ã  . 4Given e ) 0, 0 - e - 1, we define K s F x g b X : h x G e . Obvi-F F
 .ously, K is a compact subset of b X _ X and  g x F 1 y e , for allÃa g A a
  . .Xx g K. Then, by Lemma 1.1, K g V . Since f g C X, E , b , by` b K
 .X 5 5Lemma 2.4, there exist h g C , 0 F h F 1, and c g C X, E , c F 1,K b
such that f s hc . Moreover,
5 5f f s hc f s c hf F hf , ; f g C X , E . .  .  .  .b
Ã  . 4Let O s x g b X : h x - e ; hence O is open in b X and K ; O.
Ã  . 4Then, there is a finite subset F of A such that x g b X : h x G e ; O,o F
 . 5 5for each finite subset F, F ; F. Therefore, for any f g C X, E , f F 1,o b
and F ; F,o
5 5f 1 y g f F h 1 y g f F hh - e . a a F /  / /
agF agF
This shows that f is u-additi¨ e.
 .¥ Suppose f is u-additi¨ e. We wish to prove that f is b -continuous.u
It is sufficient to prove that f is b -continuous, for any K g V . Take anK `
 .arbitrary K g V and choose a partition of unity g in X such that` a a g A
g ' 0, ;a g A. We define g s  g , where F is a finite subset ofÃa ¬ K F a g F a
 4A. Clearly, g ' 0 and 1 y g xX in b X. We claim that g is anÃ ÃF ¬ K F K F
approximate identity for C . In fact, let a g C and e ) 0. Since a isÃK K
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y1 .continuous on b X, we have V s a ye , e is open in b X and K ; V.Ã
Put K s b X _V; since K is compact in b X and 1 y g x0 on K , byÃ1 1 F 1
Dini's Theorem, 1 y g ª 0 uniformly over K . So, for the given e ) 0,ÃF 1
there exists a finite subset F of A such that, for any F > F and anyo o
<  . < 5 5x g X l K , 1 y g x - er a . Now, from the latter it is easy to show1 F
5 . 5that 1 y g a - e .F
 . .  .Since f is u-additi¨ e, f 1 y g f ª 0 uniformly for f g C X, E ,F b
5 5 5 5f F 1. This fact says that g f y f ª 0. Then f g W, where W is theF
Banach space and an essential left C -moduleK
X 5 5W s c g C X , E : h c y c ª 0 4 .b F
 w x.see 3, p. 845 . Therefore, if c g W, then there exists a g C and w g WK
  . .Xsuch that c s aw ; this proves that W ; C X, E , b and the theorem.b K
 .  .THEOREM 2.6. C X m E is b -dense in C X, E .b u b
  . .X  .Proof. Let f g C X, E , b such that f ' 0 on C X m E. Web u b
 .  . 5 5will show f ' 0 on C X, E . Let f g C X, E , with f F 1r2 andb b
w x  .0 - e - 1. As in 7, Theorem 3.3 , we obtain a partition of unity ga a g A
 4 U  . 5 U 5and a set x in X such that f s  f x g satisfies f y f - e .a a g A a a
 .We define f s  f x g , for a finite subset F of A. It is clear thatF a g F a a
U  U 4f y f ª 0 pointwise and f y f : F ; A, F finite is pointwiseF F
w xequicontinuous and bounded. Therefore, by 7, Corollary 8.2 ,
b sb` uU 65 5f y f 0 in C X . ) .  .F b
5 5 5 U 54 5 5 5 U 5Moreover, since max f , f F f F 1r2, we have f y f F 1.F F
w xOn the other hand, as in 9, Theorem 3.2
K s x g b X : g x F 1 y e g V ; .ÃF  a ` 5
F agF
Ã .therefore, there is a another partition of unity h in X with h ' 0,g g g B g ¬ K
;g g B. We define a s  h , for any finite subset T of B. Since fT g g T g
 . .is u-additi¨ e, we have f 1 y a f ª 0 uniformly for f of norm F 1 or,T
5 5equivalently, f y a f ª 0. Thus, there exists a finite subset T of BT o
5 5  .such that f y a f - e . Since a g C , by ) , there exists a finiteT T Ko o
5  U .5 5 5 5 U 5subset F of A such that a f y f F a f y f - e , for anyo T F T Fo o
finite subset F > F .o
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Take any finite subset F > F . Then,o
U U Uf f y f F f a f y f q f 1 y a f y f .  .  . . .  .F T F T Fo o
U U5 5F f a f y f q f y a f f y f .  . .T F T Fo o
5 5 5 5 5 5F f e q f y a f F e f q 1 . .To
 .  U .  .  U .Therefore, f f ª f f ; since f g C X m E, f f s 0. Finally,F F b
<  . < <  U . < <  U . <  .from the fact that f f F f f y f q f f - e , we have f f s 0.
  . . The next theorems will give us the dual of C X, E , b . Khurana seeb u
w x.  X. < <  .7 proved that if m g M X, E , then m g M X . On the other hand,` `
 w x.  .  .Koumoullis see 9 proved that if m g M X , then m g M X if, and`
< < .only if, for all K g V , m K s 0.Ã`
 X.  X.THEOREM 2.7. Let m g M X, E . Then, m g M X, E if , and only if ,`
< < .for all K g V , m K s 0.Ã`
 .  X.Proof. « Suppose that m g M X, E and take an arbitrary s g E.`
Since
Ã Ãfd ms s fsdm s fd ms .  .Ã ÃH H H
$
w x < < .we have that mss ms. Let K g V ; hence, by 9, Theorem 3.4 , ms K sÃ Ã`
 .0, because ms g M X .`
 4  4Take any e ) 0; thus there exists a finite partition G of K and s ; Ei i
5 5with s F 1 such thati
< < < <m K - ms G q e F ms G q e s e , .  .  .Ã Ã Ã i i i i
i i
< < .since each G ; K. Therefore, m K s 0.Ãi
 .  .¥ It is enough to prove that, for each s g E, ms g M X . Since`
 . q y  .ms g M X is equivalent to saying that ms , ms g M X , we can as-` `
5 5sume that ms is nonnegative and s F 1.
 .Let f be a partition of unity of X and e ) 0, with 0 - e - 1. Wea a g A
Ã  . 4denote Z s x g b X :  f x F 1 y e , for every finite subset F ofF a g F a
A; as in Theorem 2.6, K s F Z g V and Z x K. Since, in particular,F F ` F
  . X . < < . < < .m g M Bo b X , E , we have lim m Z s m K s 0. Thus, for thisÃ Ã Ãt F
< < .e ) 0, there exists a finite subset F of A such that m Z - e , for anyÃo F
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F > F . Take a finite subset F of A, with F ; F; theno o
Ãms 1 y ms f s ms 1 y f .  . Ã a a /
agF agF
Ãs 1 y f d ms .ÃH a /
ZF agF
Ãq 1 y f d ms .ÃH a /
b X _ ZF agF
F ms Z q e ms b X .  .  .Ã ÃF
< < < <F m Z q e m b X .  .Ã ÃF
< <- e 1 y m b X . . .Ã
 .  .  .Therefore, ms 1 s  ms f , which proves that ms g M X .a g A a `
 .X  X.LEMMA 2.8. If f g C , b , then there exists m g M X, E such thatrc u `
 .f f s Hf dm for all f g C .rc
w xProof. Using the same arguments as in 5, Lemma 4.4 , we prove that
< < .  X.m K s 0. Therefore, by Theorem 2.7, we conclude that m g M X, E .Ã `
 X.LEMMA 2.9. If m g M X, E , then the map f : C ª R, defined by` m rc
 .f f s Hf dm, is b -continuous.u
Proof. It is sufficient to show that f is b -continuous. The argumentsm K
w xare similar to those given in 5, Lemma 4.5 and we omit them.
 X.THEOREM 2.10. The space M X, E is isomorphic to the space`
X
C X , E , b . . .b u
 X.Proof. By the latter two lemmas, M X, E is isomorphic to the space`
 .X  X.C , b . Now, by Theorem 2.6, C is b -dense; therefore, M X, E isrc u rc u `
  . .Xisomorphic to the space C X, E , b .b u
w xCOROLLARY 2.11. b F b where b is defined in 7 . Moreo¨er, theu ` `
  . .bounded subsets of C X, E , b are the norm-bounded.b u
Proof. The first part follows easily from the facts that b is a Mackey`
locally convex topology and Theorem 2.10. For the second part, since bu
and b have the same duality, they have the same bounded subsets.`
w xTherefore, the statement follows from 7, Corollary 3.6 .
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 .We already know that both locally convex topologies coincide on C X .b
 .The next theorem will show that this is also true on C X, E .b
  X.  ..THEOREM 2.12. Let A be a s M X, E , C X, E -relati¨ ely countably` b
 X.compact subset of M X, E . Then, A is norm-bounded implies A is b -` u
  . .equicontinuous. In particular C X, E , b is Mackey and b s b .b u u `
< <  < <  X .4Proof. It is clear that A s m : m g M X, E is norm-bounded.`
w xUsing the same argument in 7, p. 202 , we prove that, for any partition of
 .unity f in X and any e ) 0, there exists a finite subset F of I sucha a g I o
< < . wthat m 1 y  f - e uniformly for m g A. Therefore, by 9, Propo-a g F a
x < <sition 3.6 , A is b -equicontinuous.u
Suppose now that A is not b -equicontinuous. Then, Ao is not a bu u
0-neighborhood; that is, there exists K g V such that Ao is not a b` K
  . 5 5 40-neighborhood, i.e., for any h g C , the set f g C X, E : hf F e isK b
not contained in Ao for all e ) 0. Take h g C and n g N; choose fK n
5 5 o 5 5 5 5 5 5such that hf F 1rn and f f A . Since h f s hf ª 0, we haven n n n
bK
5 5  5 5 5 5 . 5  .5.f ª 0 here, f : X ª R, f x s f x . Thus, there exists n g Nn o
5 5 < < o < <5 5.so that f g A , for all n G n , i.e., m f F 1 uniformly for m g An o n
<  . < < <5 5. oand for all n G n . But, since m f F m f , we have that f g A ,o n
which is a contradiction. Therefore, A is b -equicontinuous.u
Finally, suppose that A is absolutely convex and weakly compact. Thus,
 w x.A is strongly bounded see 10, Theorem 5.1, p. 141 which implies that A
is norm-bounded. Therefore, A is b -equicontinuous and thenu
C X , E , b . .b u
is Mackey. Since b is also Mackey, we have b s b .` u `
 .3. C X, E FOR LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES Eb
In this section, the space E will be a locally convex Hausdorff space. We
will study the topologies b X and b , defined in Section 1. Among otheru u
 .things, we will prove the denseness property of C X m E and will showb
  . X .   . .  X .that the dual of C X, E , b and C X, E , b is M X, E .b u b u `
 X.  .THEOREM 3.1. If m g M X, E , then m g M X .` p `
 .Proof. We already know that m g M X . In order to prove thep
theorem, we need to show that, for any bounded continuous pseudometric
 .d on X, there exists a d-zero and d-separable Z such that m X _ Z s 0d p d
 w x.see 12, Proposition 4.1, p. 295 .
Let d be a bounded continuous pseudometric on X and n g N; hence,
 4kn.there exists a finite B-partition G on X and a corresponding finiten, i is1
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 4kn.  .subset s of E, with p s F 1 such thatn, i is1 n, i
 .k n 1
m X - m G s q . .  .p n , i n , i nis1
 .  .Since ms g M X , for 1 F i F k n , there exists a d-zero and d-sep-n, i `
< < .arable subset Z such that ms X _ Z s 0. From the above we getn, i n, i n, i
 .  .k n k n1 1
< <m X - m G s q - ms G l Z q .  .  . p n , i n , i n , i n , i n , in nis1 is1
 .k n 1
F m G l Z q . . p n , i n , i nis1
 ` kn. .Taking Z s cl D D Z , we obtain the result.d X ns1 is1 n, id
 X.  X.THEOREM 3.2. Let m g M X, E . Then m g M X, E if , and onlyp `, p
 .if , m K s 0 for all K g V .Ã p `
 .  X.Proof. « Suppose that m g M X, E and take K g V . By`, p `$
uniqueness, mss ms for any s g E. Now, if s g E is taken, then ms gÃ $
 . < < . < < . w xM X , which implies ms K s ms K s 0 9, Theorem 3.2, p. 473 .Ã`
 .  4Then, for a given e ) 0, there exists a Bo b X -finite partition G of Ki
 4  .and finite sequence s , with p s F 1, such thati i
< <m K - ms G q e F ms G q e s e . .  .  .Ã Ã Ã p i i i i
i i
 .This proves that m K s 0 for all K g V .Ã p `
 .  .¥ Suppose now that m K s 0 and let s g E. We will prove thatÃ p
 .ms g M X . Without lost of generality, we can assume that ms is nonneg-`
 .ative and p s F 1.
 4Let f be a partition of unity on X and 0 - e - 1. As in Theorema a g A
 .  .2.6, K s F Z g V , Z x K and inf m Z s m K s 0, where Z sÃ ÃF ` F p F p F
Ã  . 4x g b X : 1 y  f x G e . Therefore,F a
Ãms 1 y ms f s ms 1 y f .  . Ã a a /
F F
Ã Ãs 1 y f d m q 1 y f d ms . .Ã Ã H Ha s a /  /
Z b X _ ZF FF F
$
F ms Z q e ms b X .  .  . . ÃF
F m Z q e m b X . .  .Ã Ãp F p
 .  .  .From this, it follows that ms 1 s  ms f and then ms g M X .a g A a `
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wThe proofs of the next two lemmas are very similar to 5, Lemmas 4.4
xand 4.5 and we will omit them.
 .X  X.LEMMA 3.3. If f g C , b , then there exists m g M X, E suchrc u `, p
 .that f f s Hf dm for all f g C .rc
 X.  .LEMMA 3.4. If m g M X, E , then the map f : C ª R, f f s`, p m rc m
Hf dm, is b -continuous.u
From these two lemmas we state the following theorem.
 X.  .XTHEOREM 3.5. The space M X, E is isomorphic to C , b .` rc u
COROLLARY 3.6. b X and b are in the same duality.u u
X  X .X  X .Proof. Since b F b , we have C , b ; M X, E . Conversely, takeu u rc u `
 X.m g M X, E ; hence for some continuous semi-norm p in E, m g`
 X.M X, E . Define f as in Lemma 3.4. We will show that f is`, p m m
X  X .b -continuous. Take an arbitrary K g V ; since m g M X, E , the linearu ` `
 .  .functional T f s Hf dm is b -continuous on C X . Then, there existsp u b
an h g C such thatK
5 5 < <W s f g C X : hf F 1 ; f g C X : Tf F 1 . 4  4 .  .b b
 5 5 4Put V s f g C : hf F 1 . It is clear that V is a b -neighborhood ofprc K , p
 .   ..zero. Take f g V and define g : X ª R, by g x s p f x . Note that
 . <  .  . <   .  ..g g C X and g x h x s p h x f x F 1, for all x g X, i.e., g g W.b
From this we have
f f s f dm F g dm s T g F 1. .  .H Hm p
This proves that f is b X-continuous.m u
 .  .The next theorem will prove that C X m E is b -dense on C X, E .b u b
The following proposition is known.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let A be a bounded subset of a locally con¨ex Haus-
dorff space Y, and let B be the closed absolutely con¨ex hull of A. Then:
 .  5 5 . ` 5 51 Y , ? is a normed space, where Y s D nB and ? is theB Bo o ns1
Minkowski functional for B.
 . 5 52 If t is the induced topology on Y , then t F ? .Bo
 .  .THEOREM 3.8. C X m E is b -dense on C X, E .b u b
  . .X  .Proof. Let f g C X, E , b such that f ' 0 on C X m E. Takeb u b
 .an f g C X, E and e ) 0; since b is coarser than the uniform topologyb u
 .t on C X, E , there exists a p g I such thatu b
5 5f g C X , E : f F 1 ; f g C X , E : f f F 1 . 4  4 .  .  .pb b
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 .Denote by B the closed absolutely convex hull of f X , E the union ofo
5 5  5 5 .the sets nB, and ? the Minkowski functional for B. Then, E , ? isB Bo
 .  . w xa normed space and C X, E ; C X, E . As in 7, Theorem 3.3, p. 201 ,b o b
U  .  .  . 5 U 5  4we obtain f x s  f x g x with f y f - e , where gpa g A a a a a g A
 4 5 5is a partition of unity on X and x ; X. Since f is ? -bounded, weBa
 .  .have the function  f x g g C X, E , for any subset I ; A.a g I a a b o
  . .We will now define m s f : F ª R, where F s C X, E , h<C  X , E . b o ub o
 .and h denotes the same topology b but defined on C X, E . We willu u b o
prove that m is h -continuous which is equivalent to proving that for anyu
  ..  4K g V it is h -continuous h is as b on C X, E . Let h be a` K K K b g g g J
 .h 0-converging net in C X, E ; thus for any g g CK b o K
p gh s sup g x h x : x g X ª 0. .  . .  4B g g B
Now, by Proposition 3.7, there exists a positive constant k such thatp
5 5 5 5p F k ? which implies that ? F k p . Thus, h ª 0 in the b -B pp p B g K
 .  .topology. Therefore, m h s f h ª 0, and then m is h -continuous.g g K
 .  .  .  .Since C X m E is h -dense see Section 2 in C X, E , C X mb o K b o b
 .  .E ; C X m E and m s f , we have that m ' 0 on C X, E .o b <C  X , E . b ob o
 U .From these facts, we obtain m f s 0, and then we conclude
e
U Uf h F f f y f q f f - . .  .  .
5 5f
This proves the denseness and the following corollary.
  . X .X   . .X  X.COROLLARY 3.9. C X, E , b s C X, E , b s M X, E .b u b u `
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